Neural connectivity as an intermediate phenotype: brain networks under genetic control.
Recent evidence suggests that default mode connectivity characterizes neural states that account for a sizable proportion of brain activity and energy expenditure, and therefore represent a plausible neural intermediate phenotype. This implies the possibility of genetic control over systems-level connectivity features. Imaging genetics is an approach to combine genetic assessment with multimodal neuroimaging to discover neural systems linked to genetic abnormalities or variation. In the present contribution, we report results obtained from applying this strategy to both structural connectivity and functional connectivity data. Using data for serotonergic (5-HTTLPR, MAO-A) and dopaminergic (DARPP-32) genes as examples, we show that systems-level connectivity networks under genetic control can be identified. Remarkable similarities are observed across modalities and scales of description. Features of connectivity often better account for behavioral effects of genetic variation than regional parameters of activation or structure. These data provide convergent evidence for genetic control in humans over connectivity systems, whose characterization has promise for identifying neural systems mediating genetic risk for complex human behavior and psychiatric disease.